Mon itori ng Tronsitions
Studies of Alumni Progress by Dr. Fred Schindler
In the fall of 2017, just a few months after his retfuement, long-time Hill Top
Science Teacher, Dr. Fred Schindler embarked on a journey that would take
him into the lives of more than a decade of students - many of whom passed
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of Progresstt Results

Everyone possesses a unique set of assets and

through his classroom.

liabilities that will influence thier success both
academically and / or professionally. Each als o
experiences events beyond his or her control,

Working with Headmaster Tom Needham, Dr. Schindler's goal was to gather
information about Hill Top graduate experiences in an effort to record data
on academic, personal and professional transitions of alumni. These statistics
are intended to help school adminisffation and faculty in preparing students
for ffansition, as well as to implement programs that will support Hifl Top

and is presented with choices and decisions that
affect progress in some way. It is important to
note that individuals may s"tl be "in a good
place" in life and proceeding in a positive way,

graduates.

limited or delayed their progress.

Over the past several years, Hill Top has made great strides in preparhg
neurodiverse students for success in postsecondary education and in the

In his survey, Dr. Schindler asked parents to
rate the transition of their son or daughter
using the "Schindler" Transition Snapshot

workplace. This Annual Report highlights many of these efforts, which
include collaborations, partnerships, and dedicated positions, as well as new
and growing programs.
To collect this data, Schindler personally interviewed 46 of 145 alumni
from the classes of 2005 through 2016. He also used social media to glean
experiences and accomplishments from Hill Top graduates' posts and pages.

even when impediments or challenges have

Rating Categories.
The results of the 57 responses from parents of
2005-2017 alumni are displayed in the chartbelow:

Dr. Schindler also collected information through two surveys

- one directed
at alumni and the other to their parents. These surveys helped to create
a "snapshot" of personal and career progress for 122 of the 145 alumni in
classes of 2005-2016 with milestones being achievement of academic degrees,
and/or full time employment.
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Surpassing Expechtions: Transition is on track
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and proceeding well.

Meeting Expectations: Progress was set back by
"bump in road", but now is back on track.
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Slow But Progressing: Progless has been
severely delayed, bvt graduate remains

optimistic
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Slower Than Expected and Stagnant: Individual
or not appropriately
engaged. Alumnus is physically disabled, or
seems helpless, or lacks motivation.
seems discouraged and/
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More significantly, although it is still "early years"
for the class of 2016, all ffansitions for those alumni
were rated as either "meeting expectations" (40%) or
"surpassing expectations" (60%). Recent curriculum
and college preparation initiatives probably
conffibuted to this impressive result.
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To look for ffends over time, Dr. Schindler ruteda
data set of 122 uansinons for classes of 2005-2016

for which information was available from interviews,
surveys, or social media. Results for lroups of
alumni are shown in the chart. The percentage
of of ffansitions that either meet or surpassing
expectations is higher for the more recent classes.
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Important Theme from Interviews
A common theme

across alumni and parent interviews is
that social difficulty often had a significant adverse effect on
academic success in college. In some cases social difficulties
resulted in dropping out. In addition, the inability to make
positive social choices has led to academic problems.
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Continuing contact with alumni and alumni parents will help as Hill Top
builds a curriculum that teaches neurodiverse sfudents to build on the
sffengths that were once considered weaknesses. Some guiding thoughts
supported by recent conversations :

. Experience generates competence and confi.dence evidencing
that more practice on tasks and social skills results in befter
performance, personal satisfaction, and continued success.

Reflections
Hill Top increasingly focuses on developing social skills through
activities that engage students collectively on campus and off
Many of these experiences are reflected in this report. We are
optimistic that these efforts are helping to improve postsecondary
progress as 100% of the most recenfly graded graduating class is
Meeting or Surpassing Expectations two years after graduation.

Hill Top's recent efforts
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are responsive to suggestions received

. Recent emphasis on neurodiverse hiring at the corporate level is
working to benefit alumni as companies exhibit enthusiasm for
neurodiverse applicants.

. Continued aftempts atrealizrnggoals results in greater confidence.
Conversely, inactivity does not contribute to personal or
professional improvement.

from parents and alumni via interviews and surveys. As a sftong
network of alumni and alumni parents develops over the years, Hill
Top will be increasingly effective in supporting alumni ftansitions.
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